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The first subject for our series on GIANTS OF TRAITION

is the renowned Rabbi Shlomoh Yitzchaki, known as .
Rashi, who was born in France in 1040 and died there
65 years later. Easily the most popular and beloved of
the Rishonim, Rashi's influence was indelibly stamped
on all future Bible and Talmud scholarship. Rashi's
work as a commentator is here delineated by Rabbi

Dr. Bernard Bergman, who has been active in almost
all phases of Jewish public life. Formerly President of
the Hapoel Hamizrachi and now Honorary President
of the Religious Zionists of America, he is a member
of the Executive Committee of the Rabbinical Council

of America.

RASHI AS COMMENTATOR

There is a belief, confirmed by history, that great men appear
opportunely at critical periods. The timing of Rashi's advent in
the eleventh century certainly lends support to this idea. Never
before had there been such acute need for a truly comprehensive

explanatory comment on the Talmud, a work that would consist
not just of chance materials and the remarks of diverse individuals
set down at the whim of various students, and likely to have only

limited use to a few scholars, but one that would serve the needs
of an entire people, of all students and scholars, and in all places
and times. Nothing less than such a definitive exposition was
Rashi's undertaking. His drive to forward Torah education found
its fulfillment in a work that would open up the Talmud to every
searching mind.

There is no doubt that Rashi from the first devoted his physical
and spiritual powers to the Talmud1 for it was this that dominated
1. David of Estella's (c. 1320) note concerning Rashi's works in Kiryat Seier
(published in Neubauer's Medieval Jewish Chronicles, II, p. 231) :i~i,~) .,::ni
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.N"p~rr ""£)0 :i:s::.,Ni O".,W:s has, however, been
mistranslated by
Renan, inLes
Écrivains Juijs Français du XIVe siècle, (Pars, 1803) p. 128: "R. Salomon fils

d'Isaac (de Troyes) auteur d'un commentaire sur quatre sections du Talud
de Babylone, travail qui fut suivi du conuentaire sur la Bible. David of Estella
makes no assertion concerning the chronological order of the two commentaries.
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the interest of the spiritual, religious, and intellectual leaders of

Jewry. For several hundred years, since the Talmud had been
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closed, the best Jewish minds had not ceased to explore this
endless ocean of incomparable wisdom and learning. The Jewish

spirit was constantly refreshed and sharpened by study of the
all-embracing content and the intellectual resources of this inspired
and sagacious treasury.

To understand the complex substance of the cryptically written

Talmud was, however, no easy matter. It was not a work that
I

could be read simply. It demanded explanation and interpretation
at nearly every line of its tractates. In Babylon, where the Talmud
had been created, this had not at first been essentiaL. The Yeshivahs
of Sura and Pumbedita simply carried on where the Talmud had
been closed, where the language, concepts, and total environment
. were continuous. Nevertheless, even the Gaonim in Babylon had
begun to make commentaries on the Talmud. But a new condition
came into being when the Talmud was transplanted to Europe.
Its very language, Aramaic, ceased to live, and many of the concepts which had been obvious in Babylon were now utterly alien.
It became well-nigh impossible to study the Talmud effectively
without the help of authoritative interpretation. At first this took
the form of notes which the students in the Yeshivahs made of

the explanatory matter they heard from their teachers. These
various notes, which were someti~es copied and recopied for the

benefit of growing numbers of students, were only of limited
usefulness by reason of their informality, incompleteness, and

.,

lack of organization or unifying principles.
The . recognition of the need and potential usefulness of a
complete explanatory guide to the Talmud was Rashi's grand

vision. The creation of this masterwork was his masterly undertaking.! The task was all but superhuman. For it was not enough
to set forth the essential explanation of the text according to his

own comprehension, based on original theory and taking into
i. The important work of Alfasi was not available to Rashi as it had not yet
reached Northern France. It was at the very time that Rashi was preparg his
~xtraordinary commentary on the Talmud, that his older contemporary, Isaac of
Fez or Alfasi, (1013-1103), (originally from the North Mrican city of Fez), was
compiling a great compendium on the Talmud in Spain. Whereas Rashi was .
. concerned in making clear the entire contents of the Talmud, Alfasi was primarily
interested in the legal decisions of the Talmud.
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